ADDENDUM #1

DATE: 28 FEBRUARY 2020

ITB/FJI/JPN/003/20 – Supply and Installation of AM Broadcast System

This is in reference to the ITB/FJI/JPN/003/20 dated 13 February 2020 regarding supply and installation of AM broadcast system. We hereby notify the following amendments of the above-referred ITB as follows:

   a. Deadline for submission of bids has been extended until 23.59 (New York time) on 19 March 2020.
   b. Payment term will be into two instalments:

| Instalment 1 | within 30 days upon delivery of the equipment to the final point of destination, physical inspection, presentation of confirming documents and acceptance by UNDP Pacific Office |
| Instalment 2 | within 30 days upon completion of installation, testing, training on Operation and Maintenance and written acceptance of goods based on full compliance with ITB requirements |

The Bidders should take into account above changes while preparing bid. All other terms and condition of the ITB/FJI/JPN/003/20 remain unchanged.